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Get a lift to your personal best
Whether taking your first steps into a healthy lifestyle or you’re regular gym junkie, these headphones stick with you thanks to
patented 3D Active Fit design featuring gimbal joint. With supple Ear Hooks in place, the ball joint keeps headphones aligned
in your ear without pressure, improving sound and stability. Qualcomm® aptX™-enhanced Bluetooth® wireless SE-E7BT model
has a small clip-on battery returning 7.5 hours playtime during long runs or freeform exercise where cables get in the way.
Clever design adds inline remote for music and calls; or choose the SE-E5Ts with standard 1.2 m (4 ft.) cable and inline remote.
Both come with new Ear Fins. Detach the Ear Hooks after training, clip on the fins, and blend with commuter crowds. Pioneer
sound lifts you up and won’t let you down, rain, hail, or shine.

Choice of smartphone connections

Unique 2-Way Design

The SE-E7BT features Bluetooth® wireless supporting Qualcomm® aptX™
AAC codec for compatible smartphones. A lightweight clip-on battery
provides about 7.5 hours of playback and features short headphone cables
with an inline remote including call and playback controls. The SE-E5T
cable is ideal for general use and features a touch-friendly remote.

Choose your preferred sports
attachment: supple elastomer Ear Hooks,
designed to relieve pressure for added
comfort, or Ear Fins for a snug and
streamlined fit. Supplied in three sizes,
these fins slot into the fold of cartilage
above the ear canal and keep the
earphones locked in as you move.

Patented 3D Active Fit

Sprayproof to IPX4

A universal joint between the headphone and hanger
assembly lets the ear-tip align and conform correctly
to fit any ear-canal shape and size. This provides a
very comfortable and secure seal for better sound, and
prevents the headphones working free as you exercise.

Don’t let a little rain stop you from listening while you get
your daily outdoor exercise—both models are rated to IPX4
spray resistance, so light showers (and lots of sweat) won’t
hurt them at all.

Bluetooth ® wireless with
Qualcomm ® aptX ™
The SE-E7BT features Bluetooth® wireless
connection to smartphones and media players.
Standard SBC is supported, but for compatible
phones and players, you can enjoy near CDquality sound with Qualcomm® aptX™ AAC better
preserving lossless 44.1 kHz/16-bit audio. If you
like these headphones, but prefer a standard cable,
choose the SE-E5Ts.

Long 7.5-hour playback time
Walk all day and never run out of tunes. A small,
lightweight battery pack clips on your shirt collar
and provides around 7.5 hours of playtime on a
single charge. Recharging takes about 1.5 hours
via Micro-USB.

Handy inline remote
One disadvantage of wireless headphones is the
lack of a remote. The SE-E7BT battery has two
short cables that run up the back of your neck
to the earphones, enabling inclusion of
an inline remote. Controls include play/
stop, audio volume, skip forward/back, and
call start/end. The SE-E5T features inline
single-button remote that handles start/
stop music and start/end call with one click,
double-click to skip forward, triple-click to
skip back, and a long press for smartphone
assistant activation.

Choose your style

Wear them two ways

If you prefer plug-and-play simplicity of regular
headphones, but love the sports features of
the SE-E7BTs, choose the SE-E5Ts with standard
1.2 m cable and inline remote. It has a sliding
toggle that cinches the cable under your chin to
minimize bouncing during exercise as well.

A 2-Way Design lets the headphones double
for regular use on your commute, shopping, or
wherever. Simply detach the Ear Hooks, which are
intended for vigorous athletic activity, and attach
supplied Ear Fins (three sizes included). These
clever bits gently grip the folds of cartilage above
your ear canals and do a great job of locking the
headphones in place. They’re hardly noticeable
and very comfortable to wear.

Ear Hooks for athletics
Just a piece of plastic to
some, but a lot of time went
into designing an Ear Hook
that’s not only functional,
but also comfortable. You’ll
notice details like tapering
thickness, so hooks flex to
conform to your ear shape.
Made from elastomer, which
is pleasant to touch, these
hooks feel great.

Fits any ear, guaranteed

Sprayproof to IPX4

Finding a pair of in-ear headphones that fit, stay
secure, and don’t hurt is surprisingly difficult.
That’s because most aren’t
properly designed. Pioneer’s
patented 3D Action Fit
features a gimbal that keeps
earpieces correctly aligned
in your ear canal, while soft
elastomer Ear Hooks stop
them shifting. Select the
ear-tip size for best seal and
enjoy sound that moves
with you.

ERGONOMIC DESIGN FEATURES

Both headphones meet IPX4 Standards. This
means they function in light rain, are resistant
to splashes of water, and won’t break when
you sweat. So long as they aren’t submerged
or doused in water, you can use them with
confidence.

Great sound quality
Featuring fully enclosed 9 mm (0.35˝) enclosed
dynamic drivers for wide-spectrum reproduction
and three ear-tip sizes to ensure you get a firm
seal for full, taut bass, the SE-E7BT and SE-E5T
serve high-energy sound with lots of confidence
and no strain. They’ll play what you throw at
them clean and loud.

›› Wide frequency response

›› SE-E7BT features Bluetooth® wireless smartphone/media player

connection supporting Qualcomm® aptX™ AAC (Version 4.1,
compatible profiles: A2DP, AVRCP, HFP, HSP, Codecs: SBC and AAC)

›› Lightweight clip-on battery pack provides 7.5 hours playback and

about 1.5 hours recharge time

›› 3D Active Fit universal joint assures a firm seal for every ear shape

›› 3D Active Fit provides better seal for deeper bass
›› 1.2 m (4 ft.) cable for smartphone stored in pocket or belt pouch

(SE-E5T)

›› 3.5 mm (1/8˝ ) stereo headphone jack (SE-E5T)

SPECIFICATIONS & ACCESSORIES

›› 2-Way Design with detachable Ear Hooks and Ear Fins

›› Driver: Enclosed 9 mm (0.35˝) dynamic driver

›› Supple elastomer Ear Hooks provide exceptional comfort and stability

›› Impedance: 14 ohms (SE-E5T)

›› Ear Fin holds earphones in place with streamlined style

›› Frequency response: 5 Hz–23 kHz (SE-E5T), 5 Hz–22 kHz (SE-E7BT)

›› IPX4 Certified resistant to spray, light rain, and sweat

›› Sensitivity: 100 dB

›› Lightweight, soft, and flexible materials to reduce fatigue

›› Max. input power: 100 mW (SE-E5T)

›› SE-E7BT features inline remote control with call accept/reject, audio

›› Weight: 20 g (0.70 oz.) including battery pack (SE-E7BT)

›› SE-E5T features inline single-button remote with start/stop music,

›› Battery: DC 3.7 V rechargeable lithium-ion

play/stop, track skip forward/back, audio/call volume control

start/end call, skip forward/back, and smartphone assistant activation
functions

4 g (0.14 oz.) not including cable (SE-E5T)
(SE-E7BT)

›› Cable: 1.2 m (4 ft) cable (SE-E5T)

0.3 m (1 ft) cable (SE-E7BT)

›› SE-E5T cable includes sliding toggle to cinch L/R cables
›› Three pairs of ear-tips and Ear Fins supplied in S/M/L sizes

›› Connections: 3.5 mm (1/8˝ ) stereo plug (SE-E5T)

›› Offered in Yellow (Y), Gray (H), and Red (R) color schemes

›› Supplied with silicon ear-tips (S/M/L), Secure

AUDIO DESIGN FEATURES

Ear Fins (S/M/L), Micro-USB recharging cable
(SE-E7BT), soft mesh carrying pouch

›› Full-range 9 mm (0.35˝) enclosed dynamic driver
›› Clear, wide-range music reproduction with deep bass
›› High sensitivity and low impedance for high-volume playback

(SE-E5T)

Carton Dimensions: (W x H x D)
85 x 148 x 50 mm (3 11/32˝ x 5 13/ 16˝ x 1 31/32˝)

INTEGRATED TECHNOLOGIES
Note: To enjoy Bluetooth® wireless audio transmission enhanced by Qualcomm® aptX™, your source device must be
compatible with the AAC audio codec. For more information, please consult your device manual. Specifications and design
are subject to change without notice.
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